Sistemas de etiquetagem, identificação e impressão
Sistemas de etiquetaje, identificación e impresión
Labeling, identification and printing systems
Systemes d’etiquetage, identification et impression
Etikettiersysteme, identifizierung und druck

Our Company
JÁJÁ long record of more than 25 years of service has endowed it with unmatched experience and a deep
understanding of the most innovative printing techniques.
Our comprehensive range of presses including most printing methods allow us to achieve the best possible results.
We cover the whole production cycle, from pre-press to finishing with utmost promptness and efficiency. Our
processes include:
UV flexography / Rotary silkscreen / Flatbed and rotary letterpress
Cold and hot stamping / Variable printing / Sequential numbering
Embossing / Lamination
Combination of different printing and finishing systems, up to 8 colours
Lamination of RFID and anti-theft with self-adhesive labels
Production of fanfolded and leaflet-labels
Production of collar tags in a roll
Production of self-adhesive hangers in a roll
JÁJÁ also offers automatic identification, printing, and labelling systems: bar code printers and readers, variable
label printing software, label printer-applicators, labelling machines, etc. to provide a complete solution of our clients'
needs.
Our years of service attest that we have always lived up to our motto "Innovating for our customers". JÁJÁ has
always been a pioneer and an innovative company in Portugal.
JÁJÁ, are a representative in Portugal of TOSHIBA Tec, the largest world manufacturer of impression equipment’s
and bar code reading.
JÁJÁ in Portugal and TOSHIBA Tec at international level has a great experience in industrial applications in the field
of printing and bars codes readers, leading the European market of equipment’s of thermal transfer.
Our customers include many leading companies in different industrial sectors: health and beauty aids, food and
drinks, automotive, pharmaceutical, industrial and home chemicals, textile, electronics, etc. They have maintained a
lasting relationship with us, complete trust in our service, promptness, flexibility and count on our unfailing
endeavours to engender higher value for their business.
The quality of our products and services allied to the high qualification of our human recourses (staff) permit affirm
that JÁJÁ is the company that answer in the affirmative to the right of quality and service, with a competent and
dynamic team at your service.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT US.
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